The Hamilton Institute for Outreach & Advocacy presents the 2020 Learning Differences Conference

Keynote Speaker: Sarah Ward, M.S., CCC/SLP
co-director, 360 Thinking Executive Function Program
Faculty appointment: Massachusetts General Hospital Institute of Health Professions

Workshop Presenters:
• Rosaline Granoff, speech and language pathologist
• Dr. Richard Solomon, psychologist, Delta Consultants
• Hamilton School at Wheeler faculty

Saturday, February 22, 2020
9:00 am - Noon (registration opens at 8:30 a.m.)
The Wheeler School
216 Hope Street, Providence, RI 02906

Register: https://wheelerotherprograms.campbrainregistration.com/

Cost: $75 per person
(current Wheeler & Hamilton parents and faculty please contact Joan Graff for special code to register)

Choose from workshop sessions at 10 and 11 am:
• Assistive Technologies for Reading and Writing
• What is Audio-Assisted Reading?
• Early Identification & Reading Screening
• Executive Function for Middle & High School Students
• Interactive, Hands-On Science Education
• ADHD & Supporting Students with Attentional Variation
• How to Identify Attention Issues and Improve Oral & Written Skills
• What is the Orton-Gillingham (OG) Approach?

Sponsored by The Hamilton Institute and the Hamilton School during the annual Learning Differences Awareness Weeks. Hamilton is a member of the International Dyslexia Association and the National Association of Independent Schools.